Get on the ai.e
dominant position in eastern Oklahoma and
adjacent areas. Tulsa is an exceptionally attractive television market because of its high
economic level and growth prospects.
"KOTV has been well managed and we expect to continue to operate with present personnel. Plans are now in the blueprint stage to
expand the station's power and facilities so that
the highest quality of service can be provided
to the maximum area. We hope to become an
integral part of the Tulsa community and look
forward to the opportunity of working with its
citizens."
KOTV commenced operation in October
1949 and currently is one of two television
stations there. The other is KCEB (TV) on
ch. 23. Additionally, a grant has been issued
for KSPG (TV) on ch. 17. KOTV is a basic
affiliate of CBS -TV and also is served by other
networks.
Mr. Whitney is married to Betsy Cushing,
sister of Barbara Cushing, who is married to
CBS chairman William S. Paley. Both families
live in Manhasset, L. I., New York suburb.
The New York law firm of Cahill, Gordon,
Zachry & Reindel represented the Whitney firm
in the negotiations, while Monte Livingstone,
Los Angeles attorney, represented WratherAlvarez. Washington counsel representing the
Whitney group in preparing the FCC application is Haley, Doty & Schellenberg; representing Wrather -Alvarez is Welch, Mott & Morgan.

Bowley Named Chief Eng.
For WBC's WPTZ -KYW
RAY J. BOWLEY, chief engineer of WPTZ
(TV) Philadelphia since its purchase by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. last June, has been
named chief engineer of the combined WPTZKYW radio -tv operation, according to
Ralph N. Harmon,
WBC's engineering
manager.
Sidney V. Stadig,
tv technical supervisor of WBZ -TV
Boston, has been
named assistant chief
engineer at WPTZKYW.' Mr. Harmon
said his chief responsibility at the
outset will be techniMR. BOWLEY
cal
operation of
KYW. Thomas T. Ely, chief engineer of KEX
Portland, Ore., will be transferred to Boston
as assistant chief engineer of WBZ-WBZA

WEEKS
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with the new
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package tower!
You'll get on the air earlier ... reduce
by weeks that non -profit period between
permit validation and sign-on ... when
you specify a Videco package tower for
your new UHF station!
Developed by Ideco, Videco is a medium- height
guyed tower in a "package" that can be delivered
complete to your site within 6 weeks. Videco
heights range from 300' to 620'; will accommodate any UHF antenna; for VHF, will carry
any 3 to 5 bay low band antenna or 3 to 6 bay
high band antenna.
Speedy erection is a feature of the Videco .. .
prefabricated units jig -welded and jig -drilled
during the precise Ideco shop- fabrication go up
fast, safely, easily. Complete fabrication eliminates manual adjustments on the job, insures
a "true" tower free from undue stresses that
meets all RETMA specifications. Videco towers
are completely Hot -Dip galvanized after welding
to insure rust- cheating resistance to the weather.
Whatever Your Tower Height
1,000 feet ... all your
... even waybeoverresolved
safely, sensibly, by

problems can
letting Ideco engineers assume the responsibility for every step. Place your tower problems in their capable hands .under a single
contract with Ideco or your equipment supplier . . . design, foundations, fabrication,
erection, equipment installation, rigid final
. with complete insurance covinspection .
come
erage all the way. For your tower
write, wire, phone!
to Ideco
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(DECO DIVISION, Dresser -Stacey Co.
Dept. T, Columbus 8, Ohio
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8909
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Boston -Springfield and WBZ -TV, reporting to
Willard H. Hauser, radio -tv chief engineer in
Boston.
Jack Erwin, technical supervisor at KEX,
has been named acting chief engineer during
Mr. Ely's tour in Boston, where he is to gain
experience in tv. Joseph Patterson will be
KEX technical supervisor.
BROADCASTING

TELECASTING

S. Vermont Ave., Dept.
Angeles 44, Calif.

... for TV, Microwave,
tower "know
...
on the air!
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Visit IDECO "World's Tallest Tower"
exhibit at NARTB Convention
April

5, 1934
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